A smooth inflaton potential is generally assumed when calculating the primordial power spectrum, implicitly assuming that a very small oscillation in the inflaton potential creates a negligible change in the predicted halo mass function. We show that this is not true. We find that a small oscillating perturbation in the inflaton potential in the slow-roll regime can alter significantly the predicted number of small halos. A class of models derived from supergravity theories gives rise to inflaton potentials with a large number of steps and many transplanckian effects may generate oscillations in the primordial power spectrum. The potentials we study are the simple quadratic (chaotic inflation) potential with superimposed small oscillations for small field values. Without leaving the slow-roll regime, we find that for a wide choice of parameters, the predicted number of halos change appreciably. For the oscillations beginning in the 10 7 − 10 8 M⊙ range, for example, we find that only a 5% change in the amplitude of the chaotic potential causes a 50% suppression of the number of halos for masses between 10 7 − 10 8 M⊙ and an increase in the number of halos for masses < 10 6 M⊙ by factors ∼ 15 − 50. We suggest that this might be a solution to the problem of the lack of observed dwarf galaxies in the range 10 7 − 10 8 M⊙. This might also be a solution to the reionization problem where a very large number of Population III stars in low mass halos are required.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently inflation has become an essential part of our description of the universe. Not only does it solve the classical cosmological problems of flatness, horizon and relics, but also provides precise predictions for the primordial density inhomogeneities, predictions that are in good agreement with existing observations [1] .
Albeit these successes, the specific details of inflation are still unknown, since many different physical mechanisms and fields may generate a phase of accelerated cosmic expansion. For simplicity, it has become common practice to employ a scalar field, the inflaton, with a simple law for its potential, to generate inflation. This picture is usually understood as the effective counterpart of a deeper -and probably more complicated -theory. In this context, the most generally employed inflationary theory is the so-called chaotic inflation, characterized by a simple quadratic potential with an initial high field value for the inflaton.
Recently, due to advances in data quality and in anticipation of the data from the Planck satellite [2] and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) [3] ), for example, several groups started investigating more complicated forms for the inflaton potential to explain the present observational data. Pahud et al. [4] used the CMB data to look for the presence of a general sinusoidal oscillation imprinted on the inflaton potential, for large field values (i.e., large spatial dimensions), placing strong limits on the amplitude of these osillations. Ichiki et al. [5] found -with a 99,995% confidence level -an oscillatory modulation for large spatial dimensions at k ≃ 0.009 Mpc −1 , performing a Monte-Carlo MarkovChain analysis using the CMB data, confirming similar results obained from the analysis of the CMB data using different techniques [5, 6] .
From a theoretical perspective, features in the inflaton potential are well motivated. Adams et al. [7] showed that a class of models derived from supergravity theories gives rise to inflaton potentials with a large number of steps, each of these corresponding to a symmetrybreaking phase transition in a field coupled with the inflaton. Also, many transplanckian effects may generate oscillations in the primordial power spectrum of density inhomogeneities which could be described by an effective oscillating inflaton potential [8, 9] .
A present major problem in astrophysics is the large discrepancy between the predicted and the observed number of dark matter halos of mass 10 8 M ⊙ . Nbody simulations designed to probe the formation and evolution of dark matter structures on small scales found ∼ 10 3 dark matter halos with masses from 10 7 M ⊙ to 10 9 M ⊙ [10, 11] . However, very much fewer small galaxies of comparable masses are observed in the Local Group [10] .
Several solutions to this number discrepancy have been proposed, ranging from selection effects in the observations [12] to complex baryonic interactions that may have swept out the baryonic gas from the small halos [13, 14] . The former explanation for the discrepancy can only dimish the problem but not resolve it: taking into account the limitations of present day observations, one may extrapolate the number of dwarf galaxies to -at most -a few hundred. The latter type of solution can only be tested with semi-analytical models (for a review see [15] ), which strongly rely on the details of the physics of star formation, which is not completely understood. The ejection of gas would leave thousands of empty small dark matter halos essentially intact. There is still no clear evidence of the presence of these objects in the dynamics of the Local Group.
In this work we propose an alternative approach. Bearing in mind the growing plausability of oscillating features in the inflaton potential, we examine to what extent a simple localized oscillating modification of the inflaton potential for small field values can change the number of small dark matter halos. We restrict our analysis to perturbations of the inflaton potential which are still in the slow-roll regime.
In sections II and III we review the formalism and the derivation of the important relations used. In section IV we discuss two simple modified oscillatory potentials: a saw-tooth modification and a sinusoidal modification. In section V we present our results and in section VI our conclusions.
II. SLOW-ROLL FORMALISM
The primordial universe is assumed to be filled by an approximately homogeneous scalar field, the inflaton, governed by a Klein-Gordon equation of motion
The Friedmann equation becomes
In order to have an inflationary period, the second derivative of the field and the kinetic term of the Friedmann equation must both be small when compared with the other terms. This can be obtained under the conditions of slow-roll,
and η ≡ 1 4
where we used the notation
It is possible to associate the comoving wavenumber, k, of each mode of the density of perturbations with the inflaton value, f , when this mode was leaving the Hubble sphere. We find this using the well known (e.g. [16] ) expression for the number of e-folds, N (f ),
with
The approximation used in Eq. (7) is justified by the fact that the assumed deviations of the chaotic inflaton potential (V ∝ f 2 ) is very small (the interesting deviations, shown in section V are of order 5%).
The adimensional curvature power spectrum, P R , is related to the inflaton potential, in the slow-roll approximation, by
and the normalization of the power spectrum used is the one obtained from WMAP5 [1] . From P R it is possible to obtain P δ , the power spectrum of the density perturbations using (see e.g. [16] )
where w is the equation of state parameter of the dominant component at instant t.
For the transfer function, T (k), we used the analytical fit obtained by [17] , which takes into account the presence of dark energy and baryons.
III. THE MASS FUNCTION
The mass function gives the number density, n(m) of DM halos of mass between m and m + dm. In order to calculate it, we need first to obtain the variance from the expression
where we adopted a Gaussian window function
In order to evaluate the mass function at the present time, we set a(t)H(t) = a 0 H 0 = (2997.9)
Using the Press-Schechter [18] formalism, we have
where δ c ≈ 1.61 is the critical density contrast,ρ is the average density of the universe and the mass, m, is related with the length, R, from the expression
IV. MODIFIED POTENTIALS
A. Saw-tooth potentials
The modified potential to which we will refer to as 'saw-tooth' is constructed by substituting the small field part of the quadratic potential by an oscillatory linear modification. Let λ be the wavelength of the oscillation and f a the field when the modification begins. For f > f a , V (f ) = Af 2 . For f < f a we define f n = f a − f n λ.
For f n − 1 4 λ < f ≤ f n , the potential has the form,
and for
The potential is shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 we take f a = 7.232 in order to obtain changes in the variance for mass scales M 10 8 M ⊙ . We are in the parameter space region of slow-roll inflation. The part of the parameter space which allows for this regime -i.e., where the slow-roll parameters (Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)) are smaller than 1 -is shown in Fig. 2 . 
B. Sinusoidal potentials
We also analyse the case when the modification of the potential is a simple sine wave,
which is plotted in Fig. 3 . The parameter f a was chosen using the same criterion as in the saw-tooth case. We tested again for the area of the parameter space which was compatible with the slow-roll regime which is shown in Fig. 4 . 
V. RESULTS
We calculated the dimensional density perturbation power spectrum (P (k) = 2π 2 P δ (k)/k 3 , following Eq. (9), which is shown, for representative parameter values, in Fig. 5 . The same quantity was calculated for the sinusoidal potential, as shown in Fig.6 .
In Fig. 7 we plot the ratio of the mass function obtained from the saw-tooth potential to the mass function of a featureless quadratic potential (i.e., n saw−tooth (m)/n ch (m) ), for different values of the parameters b and λ, with b varying from 1.5% to 5%.
When using parameters b = 0.05 (i.e., a 5% modification of the chaotic potential) and λ = 0.75, we find a 47% suppression in the number of halos for masses between 10 7 and 10 8 M ⊙ . In Fig. 8 we plot the ratio of the mass function obtained from the sinusoidal potential to the mass function of a featureless quadratic potential, again for different values of the parameters b and λ. Using parameters b = 0.05 and λ = 0.75, we find a 54% suppression in the number of halos for masses between 10 7 and 10 8 M ⊙ . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We modified the inflationary potential introducing two kinds of oscillatory patterns superimposed, for small field values, on a quadratic potential. Our modifications are small enough to be compatible with the slow roll conditions and consequently do not alter the usual and successful inflationary predictions for the large scale regime.
The first modification studied (Eq.s (15)- (18)) has the form of a succession of linear segments that creates an oscillating saw-tooth pattern which deviates from the standard quadratic potential by a factor b. Using the PressSchechter formalism, we found that the number of small mass halos can be strongly reduced for many choices of the parameters b (which characterizes the amplitude) and λ (which characterizes the wavelength). For example, we found that the number of halos with masses between 10 7 and 10 8 M ⊙ decreases by 47% for b = 0.05 and λ = 0.75. The second modification studied (Eq. (19)) is a simple sine function multiplying the quadratic potential. This modification allows one to capture the effects of the previous one without the discontinuities in the second derivatives. Once again we calculated the mass function using the Press-Schechter formalism and found a strong suppression in the number of small halos for a wide area of the parameter space. As a representative example, we found that the number of halos with masses between 10 7 and 10 8 M ⊙ decreases by 54% for b = 0.05 and λ = 0.75. We conclude that small oscillatory patterns on the inflaton potential can cause large changes in the predicted halo mass function. In particular, if the oscillations begin in the 10 7 − 10 8 M ⊙ range, for example, the oscillations can appreciably suppress the number of dwarf galaxies in this mass range, as observed. It also appreciably increases the number of halos of mass < 10 6 M ⊙ by factors ∼ 15 − 60. This might be a solution to the reionization problem where a very large number of Population III stars in low mass halos are required.
Although we found that a small amplitude (b = 5%) saw-tooth oscillatory inflaton potential, with a "wavelength" λ = 0.75, causes a factor of ∼ 2 decrease in the number of halos of masses 10 7 − 10 8 M ⊙ , present observations indicate a much larger depression -although the upper limit of the number of observed dwarf galaxies is not well defined due to observational difficulties. From our Fig. 2 , however, λ could be much less than 0.75 with b = 5%, in particular, λ could be as small as λ ∼ 0.1, and still be compatible with slow-roll inflation. A detailed analysis of the parameter space (λ, b), as well as more general inflation models than the simple single scalar chaotic inflation model which was used here, is thus required (which is now in progress). Only then can we know whether a small amplitude oscillatory inflaton potential, alone, can resolve the problem of the lack of observed dwarf galaxies in the range 10 7 − 10 8 M ⊙ .
